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Job: SAP Consultant Supply Chain (m/f/d) with focus on
serialization

For one of the top 5 pharmaceutical companies in Germany, located in the Rhein-Main area, we are looking for an SAP Inhouse
Consultant Supply Chain (m/f/d) with focus on serialization (PERM ONLY).
Einsatzort: Frankfurt am Main, Deutschland
Konditionen: agile, 37.5 hour week, home office
Art der Anstellung: Festanstellung

Ihr Ansprechpartner
Felix Jungnick
+49 69 1539254-12
f.jungnick@element.de

Unternehmensprofil
Our client is one of the top players in the pharmaceutical industry, one of the most secure employers in the region and offers
excellent career development opportunities. Corona has not left a trail of destruction here - quite the contrary! Particularly in the
pandemic, our client is a valued partner of the health care system and was able to increase its sales considerably once again.
But safety is not everything. The global projects are highly demanding and offer even experienced employees new challenges time
a n d
t i m e
a g a i n .
The role in the IT department is closely linked to the processes. SAP is represented in the IT landscape with almost all products and
is therefore an important component. As far as modules are concerned, this applies above all to SAP EWM (currently live in
decentralized form at a couple of dozen locations worldwide) and SAP PP or PP-PI. The deeper you are involved in the system, the
better, but above all it is about the exchange with the relevant colleagues at eye level.
SAP OER was recently replaced as a repository solution by SAP ATTP. (This is based on the HANA-DB. One is in the middle of the
migration to S/4HANA.) As T&T cloud solution to connect the CMOs and 3PL to the system, one relies on TraceLink.

Ihre Aufgaben
In essence, this is a classic in-house consulting role with regard to processes and the ability to map them on the IT side. You advise
the stakeholders within the group, design and optimize templates, are responsible for the corresponding implementation in global
rollout projects as a team member or (sub-)project manager, translate business requirements towards software development and
work together in cross-functional teams on the holistic development of the IT landscape.

Ihr Anforderungsprofil
Academic background in a relevant field of study (STEM, logistics, pharma/life science or similar)
Several years of experience as IT/SAP consultant in supply chain related topics
Ideally in-depth knowledge of SAP WM or EWM and SAP PP or PP-PI (processes and customizing)
Good understanding of serialization and traceability
Solution and goal-oriented consultant mentality with strong communication skills
Very good English knowledge
Travel readiness in the project of 20% per year

element GmbH ist Ihre auf Finance & Banking, SAP, IT, Engineering und
Healthcare spezialisierte Personalberatung.

